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during the game there will be a new set of events and challenges, including a new story mode for
the first time since fifa 16, new gameplay modes, the first-ever quarter-final knockout stage, and of

course, the return of the world cup trophy. fifa 2019 features a completely updated set of
gameplay innovations, including a new animation engine, a completely new ai system, ball physics
that react to players on the pitch, and more. the game also introduces hypermotion functionality, a
motion capture technology that brings the movements of players on the pitch to life. players can
run with the ball with more fluidity and speed, and more closely match the movements of the real

players. fifa 19 promises the most authentic football experience yet, with a major focus on
gameplay accuracy, including a completely new animation system, new ai, and a more realistic
approach to player intelligence. the new animation system gives players more freedom to move
and allows them to perform spectacular moves. this new animation system also allows for more
player choices when selecting their offensive and defensive play styles. fifa 19 introduces the
brand new player impact engine, giving players more control over the ball, and the ability to

perform new and authentic moves in the game. the new player impact engine also allows for more
control over how you play, with a new ai that makes better decisions and a more realistic approach
to player intelligence. in addition, the game introduces the brand new skill move system, allowing
players to pull off spectacular moves and tricks, while also giving them the ability to control the

ball and initiate new attack moves.
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